SMILE Summer Teacher Workshop
August 2-4, 2021

Monday, August 2

7 a.m.  Breakfast, Arnold Dining Center (for those who stayed in the hall)
8 a.m.  Registration, meet and greet, outside Strand Ag Hall/Library Quad side
8:30 a.m.  Welcome, Kidder 364
9 a.m.  LaCuKnoS, Kidder 364
9:30 a.m.  Tracks by level
  Elementary – RCRV: Human Sonar Simulation, Strand Ag 261
  Middle – LaCuKnoS Forestry: Managing Oregon’s Forests Together, Strand Ag 163
  High – LaCuKnoS Forestry: Managing Oregon’s Forests Together, Strand Ag 161
12:30 p.m.  Lunch, pick-up boxed lunches in Strand Ag 169 (south lounge) and eat outside
1:45 p.m.  Tracks by level
  Elementary – Exploring LaCuKnoS Practices Through Hands-On STEM Lessons, Strand Ag 261
  Middle – Incorporating Future Climate Conditions into Local Action, Strand Ag 163
  High – RCRV: Human Sonar Simulation, Strand Ag 161
3 p.m.  Snack, Strand Ag 169 (south lounge)
5:30 p.m.  Dinner, Arnold Dining Center
Tuesday, August 3

7 a.m. Breakfast, Arnold Dining Center (for those staying in residence hall)
8:30 a.m. Vans leave for Field Trip – Load the vans outside Finley Hall
9:15 a.m. Hop Farm Tour – Alluvial Farm, Independence
10:30 a.m. Depart for Freddy Guys
10:45 a.m. Hazelnut Tour – Freddy Guys Hazelnuts, Monmouth
Noon Depart to Lunch – Sarah Helmick State Recreation Site
12:45 pm. Depart for Blue Raeven Farms
1:15 p.m. Blue Raeven Farms, Amity
2:45 p.m. Depart for MacDonald Dunn Forest
3:45 p.m. Forestry Tour at MacDonald Dunn Forest
6 p.m. Dinner, Forestry Cabin, MacDonald Dunn Forest
7 p.m. Return to Corvallis
Wednesday, August 4

7 a.m.  Breakfast, Arnold Dining Hall (for those staying in residence hall)

8:30 a.m.  Coffee, Strand 169 (south lounge)

9 a.m.  Tracks by level

  Elementary – LaCuKnoS Year Overview, Strand Ag 163
  Middle – SMILE Administration/Programs, Strand Ag 261
  High – Simple Ways to Help Your Students Thrive, Strand Ag 161

10 a.m.  Tracks by level

  Elementary – Simple Ways to Help Your Students Thrive, Strand Ag 161
  Middle – LaCuKnoS Year Overview, Strand Ag 163
  High – SMILE Administration/Programs, Strand Ag 261

11 a.m.  Tracks by level

  Elementary – SMILE Administration/Programs, Strand Ag 261
  Middle – Simple Ways to Help Your Students Thrive, Strand Ag 161
  High – LaCuKnoS Year Overview, Strand Ag 163

Noon  Community Planning Time, Meet in Strand Ag 161 or 163

  Please be checked out of your residence hall room by 1 p.m.

1 p.m.  Have a safe trip home! Pickup curriculum boxes in parking lot across
  from SMILE Office – drive through.